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Introduction

• From 1985 – 1987, Therac 25 radiation therapy 
machines overdosed patients with radiation, killing 
them.

• In 1996, the Ariane 5 rocket exploded spectacularly 
during its first flight.

• In 2004, the NASA Mars rover “Spirit” was inoperable 
for several days as it rebooted itself over and over.

• Also in 2004, a bug in GE energy management 
software contributed to the devastating blackout that 
cut off electricity to 50 million people.

Source: E.Hendrickson, 2016



How to control variables

• Grab Sampling

• Laboratory Sampling

• Controlled field testing

• Full scale field testing



Grab Sampling

Advantages

• Good for baseline monitoring

• Able to respond to observations onsite

• Cheap 

• Predictable

Source: Xylem



Grab Sampling

Disadvantages

• Snapshot only;

• Does not identify same 
“parcel” of water

• Collection at same location, 
depth, method not assured

• Skills of sampling team

• Influent WQ changes each 
time

Source: Xylem



Lab testing

Advantages

• Influent concentration easier to control

• PSD easier to control

• Able to test multiple prototypes and observe 

• Moderate cost 

• Predictable & programmable

• Good “proof of concept”



Lab testing

Disadvantages

• Influent concentration difficult to get right
• What % dissolved?
• What % organic?
• High/medium/low??

• PSD never exactly the same

• Sampling methodology important

• Real hydrograph vs Plug Flow

• Real Flow?



Lab testing

Disadvantages

• Real Flow?



Controlled field testing

Advantages

• Rains when we want;

• Safe;

• Relatively predictable;

• Better control of influent 
concentration;

• Moderate cost

• Hydrograph/plug flow?

Source: Lucke & Nichols 2015, USC



Controlled field testing

Disadvantages

• Volume 

• 1 Ha (10,000sqm) site in 
Sydney
• 1mm runoff = 10,000L
• 150sqm biofilter

• Peak Flow
• 1 Ha site in Sydney
• 20min tc
• Q3mth = 58L/s

Disadvantages

• Synthetic stormwater

• Mixing

• In vs out

• PSD

• Harder to repeat



Full-scale field testing

Advantages

• Real world

• Incorporates uncertainty 



Full-scale field testing

Disadvantages

• Unpredictable

• High cost

• Long term investment

• Equipment failure

• Vectors

• Difficult to repeat

• Insufficient sample



Conclusion

• Controlling variables is easier inside a 
laboratory;

• However, controlling the variables is not the 
same as the conditions of the real world;

• Grab sampling is good for baseline 
environmental (snapshot) monitoring but not 
performance testing;

• Lab testing still needs to focus on consistent 
protocol and methods – good for “proof of 
concept”;

• Field testing the ultimate goal – difficult but 
worthwhile;



Questions?


